
Date: 16th March 2014 

Time: 3:00 PM – 4 :00 PM 

Venue: SIS Level 5  

Attendees: Team:  

 Shanaaz 

 Yousof  

 Wah Chun 

 Fariq 

 Glen 

 Eng Sen 

 (Client: Chris Boesch) 

 Agenda: 

 Final Hand Over – Codes, Documentations  

 Ask about motivation 

 Invite client + Sponsor Evaluation  
 

Motivation:  

RP has 3 faculty members working on SingPath, paypal macbook air, 

IDA ipad, 100 students 

Focus on experience 

Don't talk about features or products 

users, problems and how we can solve the problems with what we did 

come up with personas, 

Be authentic, why we sort of bought into the mission 

Talk about the things that were really different 

 

if we were IDA, how do you find the top coding kids 

IDA tournament, most of the professionals did not mentor the kids 

Kids google, go stackoverflow 



 

PICK A STORY AND TELL  

4 papers 

Chris Boesch will be presenting the research papers in Austria 

(Automated Mentor Assignment)  

and Ireland (Events, national scale invite people to self directed 

learning) 

Mastery-Based coaching paper results will still be pending - Canada 

Innovation and Education  

Scotland in August - team based vs individual tournament + mentor 

assignment 

 Difficult to find group members 
o meet beforehand  
o helps the team member - may not be  

 individual most efficient 

Other Teams' X-Factor 

who got the most users 

learnt something about client domain which they don't know 

business model 

articulate number of users, viral growth, pay money, upgrade 

our story 

Focus on end users (client, students) 

Research papers 

tournament 

RP doing their own development with SingPath 

- currently working to prepare for the upcoming term 

- greater than 50% chance they will be able to roll out for 40 classes 



no automated mentor assignment was there 3 months ago 

no way to form teams on SingPath 

no inter team ranking 

no way to do mastery coaching 

no purpose-driven  

no way to do events and have cut-offs and invite people 

- prof was able to manage 3 events  

no way to do web development 

- Next  FYP team will be able to do self-directed learning on SingPath to 

take up SingPath project 

taking away standalone quests and practice page and make it into a 

partial 

- involved re-architecting  

- design was a lot better 

 

Team is very happy to see our client got to see something happen 

see our codes, see what it happen and get papers published 

 

other users got to do this come SMU  

top coders coming to SMU during our FYP journey 

 
 

 

Vetted by, 

Shanaaz 

 


